[Visual and somatosensory evoked potentials in the patients with non-Hodgkin lymphoma].
Visual (VEPs) and somatosensory (SEPs) evoked potentials in a group of 33 patients (mean age 49 years) with non-Hodgkin lymphoma (n-HL) without CNS involvement were recorded. There were 24% of patients with pathological VEPs and 30% of patients with pathological SEPs. Pathological VEPs and SEPs were both recorded in 42% of patients. In comparison to the controls the statistically significant prolongation of mean latencies of VEPs, SEPs and transit time to cortex were found in the group of n-HL patients. These abnormalities were noted much more often in patients with long duration of the disease and with intermediate type of malignancy. In the untreated patients evoked potentials were normal. In 6 patients despite normal neurological status and normal eeg the evoked potentials were abnormal. The evoked potentials examination seems to be very sensitive method of afferent pathways involvement estimation and can be used for diagnosis and prognosis in n-HL patients. This method reveals CNS lesions more often than physical examination or eeg.